A Simulation Model of Spray Flash Desalination System
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Abstract: In this paper, a simulation model of a spray flash desalination system is proposed. In the spray flash desalination system, the freshwater is made from the evaporation-condensation process, i.e., evaporation of warm surface seawater in a flash chamber and condensation of the generated vapor by deep cool seawater. A simulation model of the spray flash desalination system is constructed by using physical relations such as the energy conservation law and the mass conservation law. Simulation results of the proposed simulation model are compared with the experimental results of an experimental plant of the spray flash desalination system, and it shows the effectiveness of the proposed simulation model.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Water issue is a serious problem in the world because of the influence of the rapid increase in population, global warming, climate change, etc. Many sectors have a keen interest in the desalination technology, which produces freshwater from almost inexhaustible seawater.

Multistage flash (MSF) process involving the multistage distillation of seawater at low pressure and reverse osmosis (RO) based on the separation of freshwater from seawater through a membrane at high pressure are the two main industrial processes used for desalination (Silver [1982], Kershman [2001]). The MSF desalination is a wide-spread desalting method with a market share close to 55% of the total world production. Thermal desalination is based on evaporation of a strong saline seawater (brine) and condensation of the generated vapor. The vapor can be obtained either by heat addition (boiling) or by pressure reduction (flushing). The evaporation-condensation process is carried out in closed chambers (stages), which can be put in a chain leading to the MSF desalination process.

The RO desalination is a separation process by which seawater is separated into freshwater and concentrate (brine) water after passing the seawater over the surface of a semipermeable membrane under high pressure.

On the other hand, a spray flash desalination method has been proposed for the desalination process. Here, spray flash evaporation means that a superheated water jet is injected through nozzles into a relatively low pressure vapor zone. Spray flash evaporation releases from the evaporation restraint caused by liquid level, and it is a method of generating rapid and more complete evaporation. Even if the seawater temperature of the nozzle inflow is low, enough evaporation is obtained by using the spray flash evaporation. Since the spray flash desalination method can be generated freshwater with small temperature differences, the performance analysis of the hybrid cycle with Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC) has been examined.

An OTEC system generates electricity by using 20-27 [°C] temperature difference between the 25-30 [°C] surface warm seawater and the 3-5 [°C] deep cold seawater. In opposition of the thermal power plants that use the fossil fuels such as oil, coal and natural gas, the heat source of the OTEC system is seawater warmed by the sun. Then, in the OTEC system, there is no incineration and no CO2 emission. Hence, the OTEC is environment-friendly and semi-permanent energy sources (Goto et al. [2006]).

There are two types of the OTEC systems of an open cycle system and a closed cycle system. Both types of the OTEC systems can generate freshwater as well as electricity.

In the open cycle OTEC system, surface warm seawater is partially evaporated at its vapor pressure. The vapor drives a turbine linked to a generator, and the worked vapor is then condensed in a condenser cooled by seawater from the deeper layers of the ocean. The non-condensed vapor is extracted from the condenser and vented to atmosphere, and the condensed vapor is used for potable freshwater production. Using surface condensers in which the vapor condenses on cold condenser tubes produces large quantities of desalinated water (Rey and Lauro [1981], Damy and Marvaldi [1987]).

In the closed cycle OTEC system, the surface warm seawater heats the working fluid when flowing through an evaporator. Then the deep cold seawater cools the working fluid when
Flowing through a condenser. The surface warm seawater that flows into the flash chamber of the desalination system is from the outlet of the evaporator in the closed cycle OTEC system. Some water in the flash chamber evaporates under vacuum state. And the vapor enters in the condenser in the desalination system. At the condenser in the desalination system, the vapor is condensed to freshwater by the cool water from the outlet of the condenser in the closed cycle OTEC system. Furthermore, the power of the vacuum pump and the other pumps in the desalination system is also supplied by the closed cycle OTEC system.

In order to control the desalination plants, a dynamic model of the plants is required. For the MSF desalination system, a lot of researches such as a dynamic modelling of MSF desalination plants for automatic control and simulation purpose (Gambier and Badreddin [2004]), simulation and design of MSF desalination processes (Hamed and Aly [1994]), model reduction and robust control of MSF desalination plants (Ali et al. [2004]), an adaptive scheme with an optimally tuned PID controller for a MSF desalination plant (Woldai et al. [1996]) and modular structure simulation scheme of thermal desalination processes (Jernqvist et al. [2001]) have been done. For the spray flash desalination system, experimental studies (Ikegami et al. [2006]) have been carried out, however, a dynamic model of a spray flash desalination system has not been developed.

In this paper, the simulation model for the spray flash desalination system is constructed. The spray flash desalination system can be modelled by using the energy conservation law and the mass conservation law. Simulation results of the model are compared with the experimental results and it shows the accuracy of the proposed simulation model. The developed simulation model can be applied to the design and control of spray flash desalination plants.

2. SIMULATION MODEL OF DESALINATION SYSTEM

2.1 Spray Flash Desalination System

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the spray flash desalination system. The desalination process is described in the following three steps:

1. The surface warm seawater flows into a depressurized flash chamber.
2. The surface warm seawater evaporates instantly in the flash chamber.
3. The vapor generated in the flash chamber is cooled and condensed by the deep cold seawater, and the freshwater can be obtained.

According to the above three steps, the freshwater is generated from the surface warm seawater.

Figure 2 shows an overview of the experimental desalination plant considered in this research. Seawater exchanges heat with the warm water supplied from the boiler in the seawater heat exchanger, and it is heated to the target temperature. It is then pumped up to the flash evaporator by the circulation pump. The superheated liquid is spouted upward upper part of the flash...
evaporator. The nonevaporated liquid is drained and most of the vapor condenses in a plate-type condenser, and the freshwater is conveyed into a freshwater tank. In this research, the simulation model for a spray flash desalination plant is constructed. The object of the simulation model is the process of the freshwater generation, i.e., the evaporation of the warm seawater in flash chamber and the freshwater generation in the condenser cooled by the deep cold seawater.

2.2 Purpose and Assumptions of Simulation Model

**Purpose** The purpose and the input/output of the simulation model are determined (Wiener [1965]), after the object of the simulation model is fixed. The purposes of the simulation model are various, in this research, the simulation model is constructed, which can be used for the controller design and so on. Therefore, not only the static relation of the input/output but also the dynamic relation is necessary and relatively fast computing time is required.

**Assumptions** In order to construct the simulation model of the desalination system, the following assumptions are introduced.

1. The heat transfer rate between the vapor and the cold seawater in the condenser originally depends both on the mass flow rate of the vapor and that of the deep cold seawater. Only the mass flow rate of the vapor is taken into account for the heat transfer rate under the assumption of the enough mass flow rate of the deep cold seawater.
2. The temperature of the inlet vapor and that of the outlet freshwater of the condenser are the same.
3. Ideal phase change at the saturated state occurs in the condenser.
4. The pressure loss between the outlet of the flash chamber and the inlet of the condenser is constant.
5. The mass flow rates of the vapor at the outlet of the flash chamber and that at the inlet of the condenser are the same, i.e., no time delay and no leakage of the vapor exist.

2.3 Construction of Simulation Model

**Input and Output of Simulation Model** The input/output of the simulation model which is suitable for the purpose of the simulation model, will be determined. In the desalination system, there are four inputs and two outputs. The four inputs are the mass flow rate of the surface warm seawater, that of the deep cold seawater, the temperature of the surface warm seawater and that of the deep cold seawater. The two outputs are the mass flow rate and the temperature of the generated freshwater. Table 1 shows the symbols used in the simulation model.

The variables which are used for the simulation model are determined, after the input/output of the simulation model is determined. The variables in the simulation model are categorized into the manipulated variables, the controlled variables, the disturbances and the state variables. The manipulated variables are the selected variables from the model inputs which can be manipulated. In the spray flash desalination system, the manipulated variables are the mass flow rate of the surface warm seawater and that of the deep cold seawater. The controlled variables are the selected variables from the model outputs which agree with the control objective. In the spray flash desalination system, the controlled variable is the mass flow rate of the generated freshwater. The disturbances are the variables which affect to the controlled variable and can not be manipulated. In the spray flash desalination system, the disturbances are the temperature of the surface warm seawater and that of the deep cold seawater. The state variables are the variables which are necessary to represent the status of the model and in the desalination system, the state variables are mass flow rate, pressure, temperature, specific enthalpy, entropy, specific volume at each point of equipment.

**Flash Evaporator** The mass flow rate of the vapor generated in the flash chamber is derived by

\[
\dot{m}_{FL}^{L} = \eta \frac{m_{FL}^{FL} e_{P}^{FL} (T_{FL}^{FL} - T_{VO}^{FL})}{L}
\]

where \(\eta\) is the efficiency of the freshwater production, \(e_{P}^{FL}\) and \(L\) are the specific heat and the latent heat of the water at the inlet of the flash chamber, respectively. The efficiency \(\eta\) is determined by the plant property tests. The mass flow rate of the vapor exhausted from the flash chamber is derived by

\[
\dot{m}_{VO}^{FL} = \frac{Q_{CD}^{CD}}{L}
\]

where \(Q_{CD}^{CD}\) is the heat transfer rate in the condenser. By applying the mass conservation law to the inlet and the outlets of the flash chamber, the mass flow rate of the vapor and the liquid in the flash chamber are derived form eq.(1), eq.(2) and the flow rate of the warm seawater \(\dot{m}_{SL}^{FL}\) as

\[
\frac{dm_{FL}^{FL}}{dt} = \dot{m}_{FL}^{FL} - \dot{m}_{VO}^{FL}
\]

Table 1. Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) symbol</th>
<th>(b) superscript</th>
<th>(c) subscript</th>
<th>means</th>
<th>unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(m)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mass flow rate</td>
<td>kg/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>temperature</td>
<td>°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pressure</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(h)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>specific enthalpy</td>
<td>J/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>specific volume</td>
<td>m³/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>specific heat</td>
<td>J/(kg°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(U)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>heat transfer coefficient</td>
<td>W/(m²°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Q)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>heat transfer rate</td>
<td>J/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>volume</td>
<td>m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L)</td>
<td>flash chamber</td>
<td></td>
<td>specific latent heat</td>
<td>J/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\eta)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>efficiency</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(l)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>liquid rate</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A)</td>
<td>condenser</td>
<td></td>
<td>heat transfer area</td>
<td>m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>vacuum pump</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| | | | means |
| | | | inlet |
| | | | outlet |
| | | | vapor |
| | | | liquid |
| | | | heat transfer rate |
| | | | surface warm seawater |
| | | | deep cold seawater |
| | | | standard |
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\frac{d m_{FL}^{V}}{dt} = m_{SI}^{V} - m_{LO}^{V} - m_{LO}^{L} (4)

where \( m_{FL}^{V} \) and \( m_{FL}^{L} \) are the mass of the vapor and the liquid, respectively. From the energy conservation law in the flash evaporator, the relationship

\begin{equation}
\frac{d (m_{FL}^{V} h_{FL}^{V} + m_{FL}^{L} h_{FL}^{L})}{dt} = m_{SI}^{L} \frac{h_{SI}^{L}}{h_{FL}^{L}} - m_{LO}^{L} h_{LO}^{L}
\end{equation}

is fulfilled and the specific enthalpy of the outlet liquid of the flash chamber \( h_{LO}^{L} \) is derived. Moreover, the specific volume of the fluid in the flash chamber \( v_{VO}^{FL} \) is

\begin{equation}
v_{VO}^{FL} = \frac{V_{FL}^{L} - m_{FL}^{L} v_{FL}^{L}}{m_{V}^{L}} (6)
\end{equation}

and the liquid ratio in the flash chamber \( l_{FL}^{L} \) is derived by

\begin{equation}
l_{FL}^{L} = \frac{m_{FL}^{L} v_{FL}^{L}}{V_{FL}^{L}}. (7)
\end{equation}

The pressure at the outlet fluid of the flash chamber \( P_{VO}^{FL} \) is derived from the specific volume of the fluid in the flash chamber \( v_{VO}^{FL} \) by PROPATH as

\begin{equation}
P_{VO}^{FL} = f(v_{VO}^{FL}). (8)
\end{equation}

Condenser
The mass flow rate of the fluid from the flash chamber to the condenser \( m_{VI}^{CD} \) is coincide with that of the outlet of the flash chamber \( m_{VO}^{FL} \) as

\begin{equation}
m_{VI}^{CD} = m_{VO}^{FL} (9)
\end{equation}

and the pressure at the inlet fluid of the condenser \( P_{VI}^{CD} \) is derived from the pressure at the outlet fluid of the flash chamber \( P_{VO}^{FL} \) and the pressure difference between the outlet of the flash chamber and the inlet of the condenser \( \Delta P \) as

\begin{equation}
P_{VI}^{CD} = P_{VO}^{FL} - \Delta P. (10)
\end{equation}

The heat transfer of the condenser is modelled by using the heat transfer coefficient and the logarithmic mean temperature. The heat transfer coefficient of the condenser \( U_{CD}^{CD} \) is obtained from the standard heat transfer coefficient \( U_{SD}^{CD} \), the standard mass flow rate \( \dot{m}_{CD}^{SD} \) and the mass flow rate of the inlet fluid of the condenser \( \dot{m}_{VI}^{CD} \) as

\begin{equation}
U_{CD}^{CD} = U_{SD}^{CD} \left( \frac{m_{VI}^{CD}}{m_{SD}^{CD}^{0.5}} \right). (11)
\end{equation}

Here, the standard heat transfer coefficient \( U_{SD}^{CD} \) and the standard mass flow rate \( \dot{m}_{SD}^{CD} \) are the design values of the plant. The temperature of the inlet fluid of the condenser \( T_{VI}^{CD} \) is derived by PROPATH as

\begin{equation}
T_{VI}^{CD} = f(P_{VI}^{CD}) \quad (12)
\end{equation}

under the assumption of the phase change from the vapor to the liquid at the saturation condition in the condenser, and the temperature of the inlet fluid and that of the outlet fluid at the condenser are assumed to be the same

\begin{equation}
T_{LO}^{CD} = T_{VI}^{CD}. (13)
\end{equation}

The logarithmic mean temperature difference is obtained by

\begin{equation}
\Delta T_{CD}^{CD} = \frac{(T_{VI}^{CD} - T_{DO}^{CD}) - (T_{LO}^{CD} - T_{DI}^{CD})}{\ln \left( \frac{T_{VI}^{CD} - T_{DO}^{CD}}{T_{LO}^{CD} - T_{DI}^{CD}} \right)} \quad (14)
\end{equation}

and the heat transfer rate in the condenser \( Q_{CD}^{CD} \) is derived by

\begin{equation}
Q_{CD}^{CD} = U_{CD}^{CD} A_{CD}^{CD} \Delta T_{CD}^{CD}. (15)
\end{equation}

On the other hand, the heat transfer rate can be obtained from the deep cold seawater side as

\begin{equation}
Q_{CD}^{CD} = \dot{m}_{DI}^{CD} c_{P}^{CD} (T_{DO}^{CD} - T_{DI}^{CD}). (16)
\end{equation}

The temperature of the outlet seawater of the condenser \( T_{DO}^{CD} \) is obtained such that both of the the heat transfer rate in the condenser \( Q_{CD}^{CD} \) eq.(15) and eq.(16) are the same. Finally the the heat transfer rate in the condenser \( Q_{CD}^{CD} \) is obtained from the derived temperature \( T_{DO}^{CD} \). The mass flow rate of the freshwater from the condenser \( \dot{m}_{CD}^{CD} \), the final output of the simulation model, is the same as mass flow rate of the outlet fluid of the flash chamber \( \dot{m}_{VO}^{FL} \) and is obtained by eq.(2).

3. VALIDATION OF SIMULATION MODEL

3.1 Comparison between Experimental Results and Simulation Results

The desalination plant used for the evaluation of the simulation model was the same as in [Ikegami et al [2006]]. The size of the flash evaporator is diameter of 1.7[m], height of 3.184[m], volume of 6.0[m³]. The liquid and vapor temperature are measured by thermoresistances (Hayashi Electric Engineering, SRl, accuracy: ±0.1). The quantities of supply liquid from the nozzle in the flash chamber were measured using an electromagnetic flow meter (Tokyo Keiso, MGM1010K, accuracy: ±0.50[%]). The pressure in the flash evaporator was measured with an absolute pressure sensor (Toshiba, AP3051CA, accuracy: ±0.075[%]).

In the simulation model, the pressure difference between the outlet of the flash chamber and the inlet of the condenser was around \( \Delta P = 291.63 \text{[Pa]} \). The efficiency of the freshwater production was derived by the previously obtained experimental data as \( \eta = 0.939 \).

The simulation result of the proposed simulation model is compared with the experimental result of the actual pilot plant of the desalination system. Figure 3 shows an example of the comparison between the experimental data and the result of the simulation using the proposed simulation model. Fig. 3(a)~(b) are the input conditions, (f) and (g) are the outputs.

The deviation of the freshwater temperature of the simulation result from the experimental result is less than 0.5[°C] (2.3[%]), and the deviation of the flash chamber pressure is less than 0.27[kPa] (10[%]). Because of manual operation of the valve of the freshwater tank, the mass flow rate of the experimental result was changing like stairs. On the other hand, the mass flow rate of the freshwater was almost constant in the simulation.
result. Also, the generation quantity of freshwater during the experimental time period was 4.58[kg] and it was 4.94[kg] in the simulation, and an error between the experimental result and the simulation result was 0.46[kg] (10%).

3.2 Simulation Results for Fluctuation of External Variables

In the simulation result described in 3.1, the external variables such as the warm seawater temperature and the cold seawater temperature were almost constant caused by the experimental condition. In order to verify that the proposed simulation model can be used for the fluctuated condition of the external variables, the simulation was carried out.

The fluctuation of the external variables, i.e., the temperature changes both of the warm seawater and the cold seawater were 2[°C]. In addition, the manipulated variables of the simulation model, i.e., the mass flow rate of the warm seawater and that of the cold seawater were also changed.

Figure 4 shows the simulation result in which the mass flow rate of the surface warm seawater and that of the deep cold seawater were varied under the condition of changing the disturbances, i.e., the temperature of the surface warm seawater and that of the deep cold seawater. By using the simulation model, the simulation can be carried out under the changing condition of the manipulated variables and the disturbances. The result shows that the simulation model can derive not only the static relationship but also the dynamic relationship among the manipulated variables, the external variables and the output variables.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1 Simulation Model

The simulation model of the spray flash desalination system is based on the law of conservation of mass and the energy conservation law. As shown in 3.1, the proposed simulation model can express the characteristics of the actual plant appropriately. The deviation of the simulation result from the experimental result are caused by the assumptions described in 2.2 for the construction of the simulation model. The flash chamber pressure of the simulation result was higher than that of the experimental result, and the generation quantity of the freshwater of the simulation results was larger than that of the experimental result. One of the reasons is the ideal assumption of the flash chamber such as no leakage of the vapor.
The dynamic property of the desalination plant was difficult to be derived, because of hardware problems of the experimental spray flash desalination plant. The dynamic property of the simulation model, however, had better be compared with the experimental results.

4.2 Usage of Simulation Model

The simulation model of the desalination system is applicable to the following usages.

1. Simulator construction by using the simulation model: The proposed simulation model can be used for the various changes of the manipulated variables and the external variables, even if the changes are difficult to be applied to an actual plant. The simulator for training the operation of the spray flash desalination plant, hence, can be constructed by using the simulation model.

2. Plant design based on the simulation model: The simulation model can easily confirm the status of the plant for various design conditions, hence, the plant design for various specifications can be implemented.

3. Controller design based on the simulation model: Appropriate controller design for the spray flash desalination plants is required. Systematic controller design can be achieved by using the simulation model.

5. CONCLUSION

A simulation model of a spray flash desalination system and examples of the simulation results were presented. The simulation model was based on the energy conservation law and the mass conservation law. By comparing the simulation results and the experimental results at some constant condition, the simulation model was able to express the property of the actual plant. The simulation results at the varying condition of the manipulated variables and the disturbances show that the simulation model can be applied to the dynamic conditions. The simulation model of the desalination system is applicable to the simulator construction, the plant design and the controller design.
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